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ABSTRACT 

The purpose of this study was an attempt to determine if 

children of non-Western cultures perceive time in a similar manner 

as children of Western culture and whether or not these children 

conform to the stages postulated by Piaget. The study also at

tempted to determine if the ages of the achievement of these 

stages approximated the ages of the transitions as postulated by 

Piaget. 

The samples were drawn from seven cultures, Anglo and 

Mexican American, and Hopi, Pima, Papago, Apache, and Navajo Indi

ans. Fifteen children from each of the ages seven, nine, and 

eleven were tested from each group for a total of 315 subjects. 

Four tests of the ability to conserve time were used. Two 

tests of conservation of order of events and two tests for conser

vation of simultaneity were given. Determination of conservation 

or non-conservation was done by the experimenter by testing each 

individual subject separately. 

The Fisher Exact Test was utilized to determine the differ

ences between groups in this study. Piaget1s convention that 

seventy-five percent of the subjects at an age level must respond 

correctly to be considered as having conserved was also used. 

The findings of the study attempted to answer three ques

tions. Question number one, "Do children of different cultural 
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arid ethnic backgrounds differ in their ability to conserve simul

taneity when tested using Piagetian type tests of conservation?" 

Differences in the ability to conserve simultaneity were noted 

between different ethnic groups. The differences were not as ap

parent when using Piaget's convention. 

Question number two, "Do children of different cultural 

and ethnic backgrounds differ in their ability to conserve order 

of events when tested using Piagetian type tests of conservation?" 

Differences in the ability to conserve order of events were noted 

between ethnic groups. The differences were not as apparent when 

using Piaget's convention. 

Question number three, "If there are any differences be

tween children of different cultural and ethnic backgrounds to 

conserve either simultaneity or order of events can this differ

ence be explained in terms of cultural influences?" Differences 

were noted between children of different cultures. This was es

pecially true in the case of the Navajo and Apache when contrasted 

with the Anglo, Mexican American and Pima. 

The ages for conservation varied greatly and in the case 

of simultaneity no culture was found to conserve at any age using 

Piaget's convention of seventy-five percent. Only the Mexican 

American, Anglo and Pima achieved conservation on the Hard Order 

of Events test by age eleven. Only the Navajo and the Apache were 

non-conserver on the Simple Order of Events test at age eleven. 

The effect of culture upon the ability of children to con

serve time can only be hypothesized. 



CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 

Introduction 

Changing ideas about the growth and development of chil

dren have caused educators to examine the techniques of teaching 

in order to aid the child to realize his greatest potential. One 

experimenter who has received a great deal of recognition is Jean 

Piaget. Piaget has been working with children for over forty 

years. In this time, he and his students have designed and per

formed many experiments concerned with the development of the men

tal processes of the child. As a result of these experiments, 

Piaget (1962) has developed a theory of stages or levels of mental 

development which he feels each child goes through in his acqui

sition of concepts. These stages are observable and correspond, 

roughly, to the following ages: 

I. Sensori-Motor Stage (Pre-language) 

II. Preoperational Stage (2-7) 

III. Concrete Operation Stage (7-12) 

IV. Formal Operation Stage (12 and up) 

Piaget determines the change from one stage to another by 

postulating a sequence of developing skills. At the Sensori-Motor 

Stage Piaget (1962, p. 122) says, "The knowledge of the permanent 



object starts at this point. The child is not convinced at the 

beginning that when an object disappears from view, he can find it 

again." 

At the Preoperational Stage Piaget (1962, p. 125) states, 

. . . confronted with a transformation, he does not 
reason from the transformation itself; he starts from the 
initial configuration, then sees the final configuration; 
compares the two but forgets the transformation, because 
he does not know how to reason with it. At this stage 
the child is still reasoning on the basis of what he sees 
because there is no conservation. 

At the Concrete Operations Stage the child conserves or 

understands transformations but this occurs "only when he manipu

lates the object concretely (Piaget 1962, p. 125)." 

When the Formal Operations Stage is reached, "... the 

child becomes reasoning not only on the basis of objects, but also 

on the basis of hypothesis, or of propositions (Piaget 1962, 

p. 127)." 

One of the key concepts of Piaget is the concept of "con

servation." When a child can conserve he is said to leave the 

Preoperational Stage and enter the Concrete Operation Stage. A 

child conserves when he recognizes that a set of objects or mate

rials remains unchanged in time and space if there is no subtrac

tion or addition to the set no matter how the set is manipulated. 

"Conservation is possible only when there is composition of rela

tions . . . , or simply of an additive composition (nothing added, 

nothing taken away = the same amount) (Piaget 1968, pp. 18-19)." 

If Piaget is correct and there are definite stages of 

development of cognitive abilities, then educators must examine 
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Piaget's work carefully. If a child cannot conserve volume, is it 

realistic to attempt to teach him the meaning liquid measurement? -

If a child does not conserve number, how effective is the teaching 

of numerical concepts? These are but two questions which might be 

of interest to educators. 

One factor which has not been thoroughly examined in the 

development of operational stages which Piaget proposes is the 

factor of culture. Piaget has worked with children who represent 

"Western" culture and most of the replication studies which con

firm his theories of stage development in terms of general ages of 

transition from one stage to another have been done with children 

who are members of the Western culture. An interesting question 

to be answered concerns what happens when children of other cul

tures are given Piagetian type problems to solve. Do these chil

dren approximate the ages of transition? These questions are 

vital for educators of children who are not members of the typical 

Western culture because, "Teachers must make immediate and con

tinuing decisions about children from different social class and 

cultural backgrounds in order to provide effective classroom 

instruction (Gerald S. Lesser, Gordon Fifer, and Donald H. Clark 

1965, p. 3).'* 

Statement of the Problem 

One of the many areas which Piaget has studied is that of 

the awareness of time or time sense. Time sense and the use of 

time is extremely important in modern Western cultures. However, 



peoples of non-Western cultures appear to perceive time in a dif

ferent manner than peoples of the Western culture. The question 

is: Do children of non-Western cultures actually perceive time 

differently than children of Western culture? This study at

tempted to determine whether or not children of different cultural 

backgrounds conformed to the stages which Piaget postulates in 

their ability to conserve time. The study also examined whether 

Piaget's notion of stages was confirmed, and whether or not chil

dren of different cultures approximated the ages of change which 

seem to indicate the transition from one stage to another. 

Significance of the Study 

Time sense is a particularly fitting area to study. Much 

has been written regarding the feeling for time and space held by 

peoples of different cultures and backgrounds. One anthropologist 

has even gone so far as to say, "It is impossible to assume that 

man is born with any innate 'temporal sense.1 His temporal con

cepts are always culturally constituted (Irving Hallowell 1955, 

p. 216)." 

Another anthropologist said in a recent meeting concerned 

with time, "Actually, a man's concepts of time are bound to the 

cultural system with which he exists.... (Rhoda Metraux 1967, 

p. 208)." 

Even in the framework of modern American culture we find 

that time is not looked upon in the same way by all segments of 

the culture. 
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. . . they make a strong distinction between C. P. 
(colored people's) time and W.' P. (white people's) time. 
According to C. P. time a scheduled event may occur at 
any moment over a wide spread of hours - or perhaps not 
at all. They believe, however, that in the highly organ
ized worlds of the whites it occurs when scheduled (Jules 
Henry 1966, p. 185). 

Thus by studying children from a variety of backgrounds it 

might be possible to demonstrate that Piaget is correct only for 

Western cultures or to provide further support for the universal

ity of his theories. If Piaget appears to be correct, then edu

cators need to continue their techniques in light of his theories. 

If he is not correct, educators must continue to search for other 

methods of improving instructional techniques. 

Questions to Be Answered 

There were several questions to be answered in this study: 

1. Do children of different cultural and ethnic back

grounds differ in their ability to conserve simultaneity when 

tested using Piagetian type tests of conservation? 

2. Do children of different cultural and ethnic back

grounds differ in their ability to conserve the order of events 

when tested using Piagetian type tests of conservation? 

3. If there is any difference between the abilities of 

children of different cultural and ethnic backgrounds to conserve 

either simultaneity or order of events can this difference be 

explained in terms of cultural influences? 
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Assumptions Underlying the Research Problem 

This study assumed that the ability to conserve time is a 

measurable trait and that it is: (1) the result of certain devel

opmental and cultural influences, (2) characterized by some degree 

of consistency, and (3) responsive to certain tests purported to 

measure conservation of time. 

Delimitations of the Study 

The study concerned itself with children from a variety of 

cultures. Children studied came from the Papago, Pima, Hopi, Na

vajo, and Apache Indians and also from Mexican American and Anglo 

cultural groups. 

The main part of the study was limited to four tests of 

conservation of time administered to selected seven, nine and 

eleven year olds in a number of schools in Arizona. Preceding the 

main experiment a pilot study was conducted with children in 

grades one through six. 

The findings of the investigation were limited by the fol

lowing: (1) the sample population of each group was limited in 

scope; (2) there was no attempt to determine conservation abili

ties in relationship to sex; and (3) it was recognized that bilin-

gualism might play a role in the study as all tests were carried 

out in English by the experimenter. 

Definitions of Terms Used 

(1) For the purposes of this study "Western" was defined 

as the dominant Anglo culture in North America and those European 



nations which appear to hold similar concepts and values as the 

dominant Anglo culture in North America. (2) Mexican American. 

For the purposes of this study a Mexican American was a child or 

adult of Mexican antecedents. (3) American Indian children were 

defined by membership in the tribe by being entered on the tribal 

rolls or eligibility to be entered on the tribal rolls. 

(4) Conservation. The realization that changes in apparent 

motions or shapes does not effect time as perceived simultaneously 

or in ordered sequences. (5) Conserver. A person who perceives 

either simultaneity or order of events or both. (6) Simultaneity. 

Two or more events occuring at the same time. (7) Order of Events. 

The sequence of events perceived in a definite order from first to 

last o 



CHAPTER 2 

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 

Literature Related to Conservation and Culture 

There is an increasing number of studies which have been 

performed in cultural milieus different from that culture typified 

by Piaget's subjects. Jacqeline Goodnow (1969) has pointed out 

the problems of attempting to use Piagetian tests in cultures 

other than "Western" culture. She indicates that there are three 

possible hypotheses which might be considered in any analysis of 

cross-cultural data. These are: 

1. The more vunerable tasks may be those requiring 
words, drawings, visual-imagery - in general, some kind 
of nonmotor representation. 

2. The less vunerable tasks may be those for which 
the child has an action model. 

3. The critical skill may be versatility in the use 
of different sources of information and different models. 
(1969, pp. 453-453). 

At the present time these hypotheses have yet to be tested 

adequately but must be kept in mind when work across cultures is 

carried out. 

Actual results of studies carried out in different cul

tures present a variety of conclusions. Some seem to demonstrate 

that Piaget's notion of age attainment is correct. Others 

8 
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indicate that the ages for conservation are much later and at 

least one study shows that in one area the ages of achievement are 

earlier than estimated. 

One such study which appears to agree with the develop

mental process established by Piaget is reported by John Flavell 

(1963, p. 183). In this study the investigator (Hyde) found that 

school children of Arab, Indian, Somali and European backgrounds 

conserved in much the same manner as Piaget Ts Swiss children. 

In a more recent study, Elizabeth Etuk (1967) found that 

Yoruba speaking children also conserved in the same manner as 

Piaget's subjects. Her abstract concludes "The results of the 

study upheld Piaget's theory generally. ..." 

Another researcher (D. R. Price-Williams 1961, 1962) has 

done studies of Tiv children and their ability to conserve quan

tity. He found that when Tiv children were questioned in their 

own language, they were able to conserve quantity at about the 

same ages as those postulated by Piaget. He concluded, "There 

seems little doubt from the results that the progression of com

prehension concerning conservation postulated by Piaget is evident 

in these African children (1961, p. 302)." 

Marion M. de Lemos (1969) found that aboriginal children 

in Australia were able to conserve, but the ages at which conser

vation was achieved were much later than those postulated by 

Piaget. 

Alastair Heron and M. Simonsson (1969) found essentially 

the same condition to be true when they investigated the 
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conservation ability of Zambian children using non-verbal tests of 

conservation. Interestingly this study indicated that conserva

tion appeared to be lost by older children in adolescence while 

younger children could conserve. 

There appeared to be a significant difference between the 

status of conserver and non-conserver between children of higher 

and lower socio-economic status. In a 1968 study, Oliver J. 

Bozarth found that children of the lower socio-economic classes 

tend not to develop conservation at as early an age as children of 

higher socio-economic classes. 

This conclusion was not entirely supported by Margaret E. 

Smart (1969). She found that children from Mexican American homes 

tended to conserve area with no regard to social class. Rather, 

she hypothesized, bilingualism seemed to be the critical factor in 

the differences she found. 

Comparative studies of Mexican, Senagalese, Anglo and 

Eskimo children (Jerome S. Bruner 1966) have found that there is 

a difference between the cognitive development of children of tra

ditional cultures and those of modern American culture. 

Furthermore, some developmental stages seem to be entirely 

influenced by cultural background and do not even appear as the 

result of cultural heritage. Piaget found the concept of immanent 

justice followed his developmental stages, but an investigator in 

Lebanon found, "While Piaget*s group shows considerable drop begin

ning with age nine, ours shows no diminution suggesting at this 
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age level cultural influences become more important and increased 

mental ability does not diminish moral realism (Pergrouhi H. 

Najarian-Svajian 1965, p. 65)." 

Robert E. Lepper (1967-68) found there was a difference in 

the ability of White and Negro first graders in their ability to 

conserve science-related Piagetian concepts. He felt that the 

differences could be accounted for by the differences in the cul

tural background of the children. 

Goodnow (1955) found that there were similarities in the 

development of conservation between children of different cultural 

groups in Hong Kong. She concluded that the similarities were 

more apparent than differences. 

While most studies tend to emphasize that the stages pos

tulated by Piaget tend to develop at an age later than those sug

gested by Piaget, G. A. Kohnstamm (1963, 1967) found that Dutch 

children develop the ability to conserve at an earlier age. He 

uses this as an example to demonstrate where Piaget may be incor

rect . Perhaps this is actually a result of the effect of culture. 

There have been a few studies involving American Indian 

children in their ability to conserve. Robert J. Havighurst and 

Bernice L. Neugarten (1955) found the results of tests of immanent 

justice to be inconclusive. 

Laura Thompson concluded after examining the same materi

als utilized by Havighurst and Neugarten that, "Interestingly, the 

perception patterns of all the tribes (Hopi, Papago, Navajo) 

resemble the three levels of perception that Jean Piaget found to 
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characterize the development of the Swiss child's mental approach 

(1969, p. 297)." 

Another recent study (Orval J. Sams 1969) done at The 

University of Arizona found that when Pima Indian children were 

matched by age and I.Q. with Anglo children there was no signifi

cant difference in the ability to conserve the volume of a solid 

between the two groups. 

Finally, urbanization or acculturation may have a great 

deal to do with the development of Piagetian stages at certain 

ages. H. E. Poole (1968) found that Hausa children in Nigeria 

were definitely affected in their ability to perform certain 

Piagetian tasks as a result of contact with modern urban society. 

Conversely, Patricia Greenfield (1966) found that Senega

lese children in urban Dakar did not conserve as well as children 

who were attending bush schools until after the sixth grade. Then 

the urban children moved ahead of the rural group. 

Styles of learning also seem to be affected by culture. 

When Shirley Hill (1966) compared Ghanan children with children in 

California, she found that there appeared to be certain "natural" 

concepts which were preferred at the beginning of the experiment 

which were a result of the children's cultural background. 

When Japanese and Anglo American children were compared in 

the ability to recall the same story (Mary E. Goodman 1962), it 

was found that there was a difference in the systematization of 

the story which could be shown to be culturally influenced. 
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There may even be a difference between Western cultures . 

A comparative study of Israeli and American children (Herbert 

Harari and John W. McDavid 1966) showed that there were differ

ences in the performance of certain tasks which could be related 

to schooling practices and cultural factors. 

Thus, there appears to be some evidence that at least a 

portion of learning and conservation is culturally influenced. 

Literature Related to the Study of Time 

Time is an extremely involved subject for study. First 

there is the classical physical approach in which time is con

sidered a function of distance traveled at a given velocity. 

Second, time may be studied in light of modern relativity theory. 

A third approach is the philosophical and metaphysical. There is 

an attempt to define the nature of time using this method of 

study. Fourth, there is a psychological approach in which the 

psychological perception of time intervals is determined. Final

ly, there is the anthropological or cultural approach in which 

the perception of time is categorized by cultural background. The 

literature reviewed in this section will be confined to the psy

chological approach as used by Piaget and the anthropological 

approach. 

Piaget (1955, 1964, 1966, 1969, 1970) has investigated the 

nature of the development of the time sense in children and has 

determined that there is a definite sequence of development 

through which children pass in their perception of time. These 
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stages of growth follow, generally, the same ages that were men

tioned in the beginning of this paper. 

PiagetTs prime concern with time is based upon the class

ical physical approach. He says, "We have learned that time is 

the co-ordinator of motion at different velocities.... The 

construction of time proper therefore begins with the correlation 

of velocities, be it in the core of human activity or of external 

motions (1970, p. 255)." 

He further states that conservation of time is a result of 

being able to reverse an operation which has been based upon 

special activities, thus: 

Grasping time is tantamount to freeing oneself from 
the present, to transcend space by a mobile effort. . . . 
To follow time along the simple and irreversible course of 
events is simply to live it without taking cognizance of 
it. To know it, on the other hand is to retrace it in 
either direction. Rational time is therefore reversible 
whereas empirical time is irreversible, and the former 
cannot embrace the latter unless this fundamental con
trast is fully taken into account. Hence it is easy to 
understand why young children should have such diffi
culty handling temporal concepts (1969, p. 259). 

In light of this theoretical exposition it might be well 

to note Inkeri Vikainen's (1961) suggestion that time concepts may 

develop in three forms. The Primary form is the experience of 

time. The keys to this notion are duration and order. Secondary 

time concepts are based upon secondary criteria of temporal rela

tions without temporal measures. This is the notion that night 

follows day and the precession of the seasons. Tertiary time is 

based upon counting or measuring time. Thus in this scheme, 

Piaget1s analyses are found to be measuring Primary time concepts 
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while most studies of children's time notions have been done on 

either Secondary or Tertiary levels (cf, Leona M. Foerster 1968 

and Fe Gaddi Anselmo 1967). 

Few studies, other than those done by Piaget, have been 

done on the child's ability to conserve time. In a study in

volving normal children and mental retardates, Kenneth Lovell and 

A. Slater (1960) found that the normal children seemed to solve 

Piagetian tasks of time conservation at about the same ages as 

those postulated by Piaget while retardates never reached the 

level of formal operations. 

Paul Fraisse (1963) found that he agreed with Piaget's 

findings, but disagreed with Piaget's conclusions as to the causes 

of these results. 

Frank B. Murray (1969) found that children in Maryland in 

grades two, four and six showed a definite trend toward Piagetian 

stages when given conservation tasks using "decay" and "height" 

problems. 

An investigation using a paper and pencil test of time 

concepts (Anselmo 1967) confirmed the notion that time sense is 

developed as the child matures. This study also found that there 

was no difference in the development of time sense between chil

dren of different socio-economic classes. 

In contrast to this latter finding, Foerster (1968) found 

that a pencil and paper test of time concepts definitely indi

cated that there were significant differences between children of 
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higher socio-economic classes and children who are "culturally 

deprived" in their concepts of time. 

In a study of the Kpelle of Liberia (John Gay and Michael 

Cole 1967), it was found that the Kpelle did not estimate time as 

well as modern Americans do but, interestingly, Kpelle children 

were more accurate in their time estimate than either American 

children and adults or Kpelle adults. 

Paul Bohannan (1953) indicates that the Tiv do not share 

the same time concepts with Europeans. This is interesting in 

light of Price-Williams* findings in terms of conservation of 

quantity. 

Within the United States, there are still peoples who do 

not appear to use time in the same way as the dominant culture. 

Both Miles V. Zintz (1963) and Henry G. Burger (1968) indicate 

that time concepts are critical in the education of Mexican 

American and American Indian children. 

Edward Hall states, "The Pueblo Indians, for example, who 

live in the Southwest, have a sense of time which is at complete 

variance with the clock-bound habits of the ordinary American 

citizen (1968, p. 21)." 

Benjamin Lee Whorf (1967) found that the Hopi have no 

grammatical forms which refer directly to time. Instead, Whorf 

claimed the Hopi view their world in a way which does not include 

past or present in physical terms. Rather the view is that of a 

dynamic universal process which is already in a mental form. 
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Summary 

This chapter presented a review of. the literature per

taining to studies of conservation and learning in a variety of 

cultures. It was shown that children of different cultures appear 

to develop in the manner in which Piaget describes, but the ages 

which typify Piaget's subjects are not nearly as fixed as might be 

thought. Literature relating to studies of time conservation and 

concepts was also examined. The chapter concluded with the exami

nation of literature from anthropological sources which indicate 

that time conception may be a cultural phenomenon. 



CHAPTER 3 

METHODOLOGY 

This study grew out of an interest in examining whether 

Jean Piaget is essentially correct when he says that all children 

of all cultures develop mentally in a fixed and rigid sequence in 

their perception of time. Because of a variety of statements in 

literature relating to "White Man's Time" and "Indian Time" or 

"Anglo Time" and "Mexican Time" it was decided to select children 

from five Southwestern Indian tribes, Anglo Americans, and Mexican 

Americans. 

The research was designed to. measure the ability to per

ceive simultaneity and order of events by children of different 

ethnic groups and to analyze differences between groups. There 

were no hypotheses, rather questions about the correctness of 

Piaget's theory and differences between groups that have been 

tested. 

The Pilot Study 

In order to determine the age levels of the children to be 

tested and the efficacy of the materials to be used, a pilot study 

was carried out in the spring of 1969. The two schools selected 

for the pilot study were Wrightstown Elementary School and 

18 
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Carrillo Elementary School in Tucson District Number One. These 

two schools were also used for the main study. 

Five children from each grade (1-6) were tested for a 

total of thirty children in each school. As a result of the pilot 

study it was decided that the ages of the children to be tested 

would be seven, nine and eleven. 

The Subjects 

The Population: The subjects were drawn from elementary 

schools which were located in areas which had a majority of the 

ethnic groups which the children represented. Further, the Indian 

children were defined as members of the tribe or being eligible 

for membership in the tribe as defined by the tribal constitution. 

This was confirmed by the investigator through the records of the 

school. In the case of Indian children not attending Bureau of 

Indian Affairs schools eligibility for federal funds under PL 167 

(the Johnson-O'Malley Act of 1934) was used as a criterion for 

determining eligibility. 

For the purposes of this study the Mexican American popu

lation was defined as possessing Spanish surnames and residing in 

a neighborhood whose population is predominantly Mexican American. 

The Anglo population was defined by residence in a middle 

income residential neighborhood which has been certified by the 

community's school board as having an attendance of 385 Anglos or 

majority groups and thirteen minority group members. 
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The Navajo Population: The Navajo subjects were drawn 

from the Bureau of Indian Affairs boarding school at Tuba City, 

Arizona. Tuba City is located on the western side of the Navajo-

Reservation and is about sixty miles east of the South Rim of the 

Grand Canyon. 

Children were selected from several classrooms on the 

basis of age alone. The selection was made from the examination 

of enrollment cards. 

The Hopi Population: The Hopi subjects were drawn from 

the Bureau of Indian Affairs Day School on the Hopi Reservation at 

Second Mesa, Arizona. Second Mesa Day School serves the villages 

of Shungopovi, Shipaulovi, and Mishongnovi and is located on Ari

zona State Highway 264 about seventy miles east of Tuba City. 

Children were selected from several classrooms on the 

basis of age alone. The selection was made from the examination 

of enrollment cards. 

The Apache Population: The Apache subjects were drawn 

from the Bureau of Indian Affairs Day School located at Cibecue, 

Arizona on the Fort Apache Indian Reservation. Cibecue is located 

about twelve miles west of U.S. Highway 60 which connects Show Low 

and Globe, Arizona. 

Children were selected from several classrooms on the 

basis of age alone. The selection was made from the examination 

of enrollment cards. 

The Pima Population: The Pima subjects were drawn from 

two adjoining schools in Sacaton, Arizona on the Gila River Indian 
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Reservation. The Bureau of Indian Affairs is being phased out and 

a public school district is being formed. The eleven year old 

group was drawn from children attending the Bureau of Indian 

Affairs School while the seven and nine year old groups were drawn 

from Public School District Number Eighteen of Sacaton. Sacaton 

is located between Tucson and Phoenix, Arizona and is about three 

miles east of Interstate 10. 

Children were selected from several classrooms on the 

basis of age alone in the Bureau of Indian Affairs School. The 

selection was made from the examination of enrollment cards. 

The public school used ability grouping so children were 

selected on the basis of age alone from representative classrooms 

of each ability level. 

The Papago Population: The Papago sample was drawn from 

the Bureau of Indian Affairs Day and Boarding School located near 

Santa Rosa Village (Gu Achi) on the Papago Reservation. The 

school is located between the Quijotoa (Covered Wells) Trading 

Post and Casa Grande. 

Children were selected from several classrooms on the 

basis of age alone. The selection was made from the examination 

of enrollment cards. 

The Mexican American Population: The Mexican American 

sample was drawn from Carrillo Elementary School in Tucson Dis

trict Number One. This school is located in a neighborhood with 

a majority of Mexican American residents in a central area of 

Tucson. 
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Children were selected from several classrooms on the 

basis of age alone. The selection was made from the examination 

of enrollment cards. 

The Anglo Population: The Anglo sample was drawn from the 

Wrightstown Elementary School in Tucson School District Number 

One. This school is located on the north-eastern side of Tucson 

in a neighborhood which has a majority of non-minority residents. 

Children were selected from several classrooms on the 

basis of age alone. The selection was made from the examination 

of enrollment cards. 

The Samples 

The subjects were selected from the schools involved on 

the basis of birthdate and ethnic association. The ages selected 

for study were seven, nine and eleven. Fifteen children were 

selected from each age group. The age was defined as having had a 

birthdate not more than one year preceding the day of the test and 

falling in the category of seven, nine or eleven years old. There 

was no attempt to match subjects. 

Criterion Measures 

Four different tasks based upon Piaget's experiments were 

used in the study. The tasks were designed to measure the ability 

of children to perceive or "conserve" time. The tasks selected 

were based on the replication of Piaget's conservation of time ex

periments done by Kenneth Lovell and A. Slater (1960). 
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Simultaneity 

The, subjects were given two tests for the conservation of 

simultaneity. In the first task two dolls were moved along a 

wooden track. The dolls were anthropomorphic and brightly col

ored—one red (female) and one blue (male). The subject was told 

to make the dolls "race" by saying "go." The experimenter then 

turned a crank which caused the dolls to move along the track (see 

Figure 1). The male doll moved faster and thus, at the end of the 

"race," had moved farther along the track. When the male doll 

reached the end of the track a sound was made by the experimenter 

to indicate the end of the race. The subject was then asked, "Did 

the dolls start at the same time?" "Did the dolls stop at the 

same time?" "Has one doll been walking for more time?" If the 

subject responded that one doll had been walking for more time he 

was then asked, "Which doll?" He was also asked, "Did one doll 

start walking later than the other doll?" If he responded in an 

affirmative manner he was then asked "Which doll?" 

The second test of simultaneity consisted of causing col

ored water to run from a container through a Y tube into two dif

ferently shaped containers. The water flowed into two hundred and 

fifty milliliter graduated cylinder and a two hundred and fifty 

milliliter graduated beaker (see Figure 2). Because of the Y 

tube, equal amounts of water flowed into the two containers during 

the experiment. The subject was then asked "Did the water start 

to flow into both containers at the same time?" Then the subject 

was asked, "Did the water stop flowing into both containers at the 
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Figure 2. Simultaneity: Y Tube 
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same time?" And finally, as a result of the pilot study, "Did the 

water flow into either container for more time?" It was found 

that children would affirm that the water started and stopped at 

the same time but would also indicate that it flowed into one or 

the other container for more time. 

Order of Events 

Two tests of order of events were presented. In the first 

task, simple order of events, colored water was siphoned from a 

six hundred milliliter graduated beaker into a five hundred milli

liter graduated cylinder. As the water went lower in the beaker, 

it rose in the cylinder. The subject was then given six pictures 

showing the relative position of the water in the beaker and the 

cylinder (see Figure 3). The subject was then asked to put the 

pictures in order the way he or she saw the water move. 

The second task, hard order of events, was presented in an 

identical manner to the first task except that the water was 

siphoned only once. The subject was given a set of pictures iden

tical to the first set, except the pictures of the beaker and the 

cylinder were separated (see Figure 4). Thus, the subject had to 

match the correct pictures of cylinders and beakers as well as 

putting the matched pictures in the correct order showing the 

relative levels of the water. 



Figure 3. Order of Events: Simple 
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Figure 4. Order of Events: Hard 
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The tests were presented in the following order. First, 

the test order of events with the pictures of the cylinders and 

beakers connected. Second, the test of simultaneity using the 

dolls. Third, the test of order of events with the pictures of 

the beaker and cylinder separated. Fourth, the test of simultane

ity utilizing water flowing through the upside down Y tube was 

presented. 

The subjects were scored as conserver or non-conserver. 

If they arranged and ordered the pictures correctly on the tests 

of order of events they were considered to have conserved on these 

tasks . 

If they said the dolls started at the same time, stopped 

at the same time and then affirmed this when asked if either doll 

had walked for more time by saying something to the effect that 

they had both moved for the same amount of time they were con

sidered conservers of simultaneity as measured by this test. 

In the experience utilizing the Y tube the subjects were 

asked whether the water started to flow into the containers at the 

same time and whether it stopped flowing into the containers at 

the same time. As originally formulated, the subjects were to be 

considered conservers of simultaneity if they affirmed the simul

taneity of both the start of the water flow and its cessation. In 

the pilot study, it was found that some children would affirm 

simultaneity of starting and stopping and then, if asked "Did the 

water flow into either container for more time?", would answer yes 

to this question and indicate which container they felt the water 
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had for more time. As a result of this finding, the children were 

scored as non-conservers if they indicated that one or the other 

containers had had the water flowing into it for more time. 

Because of the ambiguity of the term "same" as utilized in 

this test, the experimenter gave specific instruction to determine 

identity utilizing objects of different shapes, and sizes. In 

this instance the subjects were shown two identical protractors 

and a two hundred and fifty milliliter beaker. They were then 

asked to indicate which of the items were the same. If they did 

not select the protractors they were given specific instruction by . 

the experimenter until the experimenter felt that the subject had 

grasped the concept of "sameness." 

Analysis of the Data 

The data of the study were derived from responses given to 

selected tasks on the conservation of time. 

Statistical Analysis 

A form of the Fisher Exact Test was selected to determine 

differences between groups in each conservation task. In addition 

to this groups were compared utilizing Piaget's criteria for in

cluding a specific age as conserving or not conserving. 



CHAPTER 4 

RESULTS 

The measurements of the ability to conserve time accord

ing to Piaget's notions were analyzed statistically to answer the 

questions posed by the study. 

These questions were: 

1. Do children of different cultural and ethnic back

grounds differ in their ability to conserve simultaneity when 

tested using Piagetian type tests of conservation? 

2. Do children of different cultural and ethnic back

grounds differ in. their ability to conserve order of events when 

tested using Piagetian type tests of conservation? 

3. If there is any difference between the ability of 

children to conserve either or both "simultaneity" and "order of 

events" can this be explained in terms of cultural influences? 

The results of these statistical analysis are presented in 

this chapter. Originally, the data were to be analyzed using the 

Chi Square Test to determine differences between groups and the 

Contingency Coefficient was to be used to determine correlations 

between tasks for each group. As the study progressed, it was 

found that, because of sample size and the increasing success in 
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the conservation tasks with age, the basic procedures of the Chi 

Square Test would be violated. 

Sidney Siegal states: 
o 

The X test requires that the expected frequencies 
(Eij's) in each cell should not be too small. When this 
requirement is violated, the results of the test are mean
ingless . . . for X2 tests with df larger than 1 (that is, 
when either k or r is larger than 2), fewer than 20 per
cent of the cells should have an expected frequency of 
less than 5 (1956, p. 178). 

In the tests for conservation only the following tests did 

not violate these requirements: 

1. Simple Order of Events, age 7 (P<.001) 

2. Hard Order of Events, age 9 (P<.05) 

3. Simultaneity Y Tube, age 11 (P<.30) 

Since the Contingency Coefficient is based upon the Chi 

Square Test, it was decided that correlations could not be pro

perly accomplished. 

Because of the violation of requirements in the Chi Square 

Test the Fisher-Yates Exact Probability Test (Siegal 1956, pp. 96-

101) was applied. These results are expressed in Tables 1-12. 

Conservation by age can be considered in another light. 

Piaget has stated, "In our research we say that a problem is 

solved by children of a certain age when three-quarters of the 

children of this age respond correctly (Richard E. Ripple and 

Verne N. Rockcastle 1964, p. 31)." 

Tables 13-16 show conserving and non-conserving ages uti

lizing this convention. 
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Discussion of the Findings 

Differences were noted only when the probability of the 

differences occuring were five or less chances out of one hundred 

on a one-tailed test. In addition, the tables show the group 

which had the most success relative to the group with which it was 

compared. 

Table 1 shows the variations between groups when they per

formed the Simultaneity Test Using Dolls at age seven. There were 

no differences significant at the .05 level at this age. 

Table 2 shows the variations between groups when they per

formed the Simultaneity Test Using Dolls at age nine. The dif

ferences noted at this age were between Anglo and Mexican American, 

Pima, Navajo and Hopi. 

Table 3 shows the variations between groups when they per

formed the Simultaneity Test Using Dolls at age eleven. There 

were no significant differences at the ,05 level at this age. 

Table 4 shows the variations between groups when they per

formed the Simultaneity Test Using the Y Tube at age seven. The 

differences noted at this age were between Anglo and Mexican 

American, Navajo and Apache, Mexican American and Papago and Pima, 

Pima and Navajo. 

Table 5 shows the variations between groups when they per

formed the Simultaneity Test Using the Y.Tube at age nine. The 

differences noted at this age were between Anglo and Mexican 

American, Papago, Navajo, Hopi and Apache. 
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Table 6 shows the variations between groups when they per

formed the Simultaneity Test Using the Y Tube at age eleven. The 

differences noted at this age were between Anglo and Hopi. 

Table 7 shows the variations between groups when they per

formed the Simple Order of Events test at age seven. The dif

ferences noted at this age were between Anglo and Mexican 

Americans, Papago, Navajo, and Apache, the Pima and Navajo, the 

Pima, Apache, and Navajo, and the Apache and Hopi. 

Table 8 shows the variations between groups when they per

formed the Simple Order of Events test at age nine. The differ

ences noted at this age were between Navajo and Anglo, Mexican 

American and Pima, Apache and Anglo, Mexican American, Pima and 

Hopi. 

Table 9 shows the variations between groups when they per

formed the Simple Order of Events test at age eleven. The differ

ences noted at this age were between Apache and Anglo, Mexican 

American, Pima and Hopi. 

Table 10 shows the variations between groups when they 

performed the Hard Order of Events test at age eleven. The differ

ences noted at this age were between Anglo and Mexican American, 

Papago, Navajo and Apache, Pima and Navajo and Apache, Hopi and 

Navajo. 

Table 11 shows the variations between groups when they 

performed the Hard Order of Events test at age nine. The differ

ences noted at this age were between the Navajo and Anglo, Mexican 

American and Pima, Apache and Anglo, Mexican American and Pima. 
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Table 12 shows variations between groups when they per

formed the Hard Order of Events test at age eleven. The. differ

ences noted at this age were between Anglo and Papago and Apache, 

Mexican American and Papago and Apache, Papago and Pima, Apache 

and Pima, Navajo and Hopi. 

Table 13 shows the conservation or lack of conservation on 

the Simultaneity Test Using Dolls according to Piaget's criteria 

of seventy-five percent correct responses. No group conserved at 

the ages tested. 

Table 14 shows the conservation or lack of conservation of 

the Simultaneity Test Using the Y Tube according to Piaget's cri

teria of seventy-five percent correct responses. No group con

served at the ages tested. 

Table 15 shows the conservation or lack of conservation on 

the Simple Order of Events test according to Piaget's criteria of 

seventy-five percent correct responses. At age seven only Anglo 

children conserved on this test. By age nine all had achieved 

conservation except. Navajo and Apache. By age eleven all but 

Apache children had achieved conservation. 

Table 16 shows the conservation or lack of conservation on 

the Hard Oi-der of Events test according to Piaget's criteria of 

seventy-five percent correct responses. At ages seven and nine 

none of the groups had achieved conservation and at age eleven 

only the Anglo, Mexican American and Pima children had achieved 

conservation. 



Table 1. Simultaneity: Dolls — Age 7 
(Empty cell indicates P>.05) 

ANGLO 
MEXICAN 
AMERICAN PAPAGO PIMA NAVAJO HOPI APACHE 

ANGLO 

MEXICAN 
AMERICAN 

PAPAGO 

PIMA 

NAVAJO 

HOPI 

APACHE 



Table 2. Simultaneity: Dolls - Age 9 
(Erpty cell indicates P>.05) 

ANGLO 
MEXICAN 
AMERICAN PAPAGO PIMA NAVAJO . HOPI APACHE 

ANGLO Anglo 
P<.025 

„
 in 
O
 o
 

Anglo 
P<.005 

Anglo 
P<.025 

MEXICAN 
AMERICAN 

PAPAGO 

PIMA 

NAVAJO 

HOPI 

APACHE 



Table 3. Simultaneity: Dolls — Age 11 
(Bxpty cell indicates P>.05) 

' ANGLO 
MEXICAN 
AMERICAN PAPAGO PIMA NAVAJO HOPI APACHE 

ANGLO 

MEXICAN 
AMERICAN 

PAPAGO 

PIMA 

NAVAJO 

HOPI 

APACHE 



Table 4. Simultaneity: Y Tube — Age 7 
(Qnpty cell indicates P>.05) 

ANGLO 
MEXICAN 
AMERICAN PAPAGO PIMA NAVAJO HOPI APACHE 

ANGLO Anglo 
P<.005 

Anglo 
P<.025 

Anglo 
P<.05 

MEXICAN 
AMERICAN Papago. 

P<.025 
Pima 
P<.01 

PAPAGO 

PIMA Pima 
P<.05 

NAVAJO 

HOPI 

APACHE 



Table 5. Simultaneity: Y Tube — Age 9 
(Qnpty cell indicates P>.05) 

ANGLO 
MEXICAN 
AMERICAN PAPAGO PIMA NAVAJO KOPI APACHE 

ANGLO Anglo 
P<.025 

Anglo 
P<.05 

Anglo 
P<.025 

Anglo 
P<.025 

Anglo 
P<. 05 

MEXICAN 
AMERICAN 

PAPAGO 

PIMA 

NAVAJO 

HOPI 

APACHE 



Table 6. Simultaneity: Y Tube — Age 11 
(Brpty cell indicates P>.05) 

ANGLO 
MEXICAN 
AMERICAN PAPAGO PIMA NAVAJO HOPI APACHE 

ANGLO Anglo 
P<.025 

MEXICAN 
AMERICAN 

PA PAGO 

PIMA 

NAVAJO 

HOPI 

APACHE 



Table 7. Order of Events: Simple — Age 7 
(Elrpty cell indicates P>.05) 

ANGLO 
MEXICAN 
AMERICAN PAPAGO PIMA NAVAJO HOPI APACHE 

ANGLO Anglo 
P<.01 

Anglo 
P<-05 

Anglo 
P<.005 

Anglo 
P<.005 

MEXICAN 
AMERICAN 

PAPAGO Papago 
P<.05 . 

PIMA Pima 
P<.025 

Pima 
P<.005 

NAVAJO 

HOPI Hopi 
P<.025 

APACHE 



Table 8. Order of Events: Simple — Age 9 
(Eftipty cell indicates P>.05) 

ANGLO 
MEXICAN 
AMERICAN PAPAGO PIMA NAVAJO HOPI APACHE 

ANGLO Anglo 
P<.025 

Anglo 
P<.005 

MEXICAN 
AMERICAN 

Mexican 
American 
P<.025 

Mexican 
American 
P<.005 

PAPAGO 

PIMA Pima 
P<.025 

Pima 
P<.005 

NAVAJO 

HOPI Eopi 
P<.05 

APACHE 



Table 9. Order of Events: Simple — Age 11 
(Empty cell indicates P>.05) 

ANGLO 
MEXICAN 
AMERICAN PAPAGO PIMA NAVAJO HOPI APACHE 

ANGLO Anglo 
P<.05 

MEXICAN 
AMERICAN 

Mexican 
American 
P< .05 

PAPAGO 

PIMA 
• 

Pirtia 
P<.05 

NAVAJO 

HOPI Hopi 
P<.05 

APACHE 



Table 10. Order of Events: Hard — Age 7 
(Empty cell indicates P>.05) 

ANGLO 
MEXICAN 
AMERICAN PAPAGO PIMA NAVAJO HOPI APACHE 

ANGLO Anglo 
P<.05 

Anglo 
P<.05 

Anglo 
P<.005 

Anglo 
P<.01 

MEXICAN 
AMERICAN 

PAPAGO 

PIMA Pima 
P<.01 

Pima 
P<.05 

NAVAJO 

HOPI Hopi 
P<.05 

APACHE 



Table 11. Order of Events: Hard — Age 9 
(Unpty cell indicates P>.05) 

ANGLO 
MEXICAN 
AMERICAN PAPAGO PIMA NAVAJO HOPI APACHE 

ANGLO Anglo 
P<. 05 

.Anglo 
PC. 05 

MEXICAN 
AMERICAN 

Mexican 
American 
P<. 05 

Mexican 
American 
Pc. 05 

PAPAGO 

PIMA 
1 

Pima 
PC. 05 

Pima 
Pc. 05 

NAVAJO 

HOPI 

APACHE 

cr> 



Table 12. Order of Events: Hard — Age 11 
(Hrpty cell indicates P>.05) 

ANGLO 
MEXICAN 
AMERICAN PAPAGO PIMA NAVAJO HOPI APACHE 

ANGLO Anglo 
P<.025 

Anglo 
P<.025 

MEXICAN 
AMERICAN 

ffexican 
.American 
P<.005 

Mexican 
.American 
P<.005 

PAPAGO 
. 

Pima 
P<.025 

Papago 
P<.001 

PIMA in o
 

jjj 
o
 

NAVAJO Navajo 
P<.05 

HOPI Hopi 
P<.05 

APACHE 
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Table 13. Analysis of Data Using Piaget's Criteria 
of 75% Simultaneity: Dolls 

(Empty cell indicates non-conservation) 

AGE 7 AGE 9 AGE 11 

ANGLO 

MEXICAN AMERICAN 

PAPAGO 

PIMA 

NAVAJO 

HOPI 

APACHE 
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Table 14. Analysis of Data Using Piaget's Criteria 
of 75% Simultaneity: Y Tube 

(Empty cell indicates non-conservation) 

AGE 7 AGE 9 AGE 11 

ANGLO 

MEXICAN AMERICAN 

PA PAGO 

PIMA 

| | 
NAVAJO I 

1 ( 

HOPI 

APACHE j 
• 
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Table 15. Analysis of Data Using Piaget's Criteria 
of 75% Order of Events: Simple 

(Empty cell indicates non-conservation) 

f 
AGE 7 } AGE 9 

5 
AGE 11 

ANGLO yes yes yes 

.MEXICAN AMERICAN yes yes 

PAPAGO . j yes yes 

PIMA yes yes 

NAVAJO yes 

HOPI yes yes 

APACHE 
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Table 16. Analysis of Data Using Piaget's Criteria 
of 75% Order of Events: Hard 

(Empty cell indicates non-conservation) 

AGE 7 AGE 9 AGE 11 

ANGLO yes 

MEXICAN AMERICAN yes 

PAPAGO 

PIMA yes 

NAVAJO 

HOPI 

APACHE 



CHAPTER 5 

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

This final chapter begins with a summary of the study and 

findings followed by a section in which conclusions based upon the 

study have been developed and finished with educational implica

tions of the stiidy and recommendations for further research. 

Summary 

Statement of the Problem: The purpose of this study was 

an attempt to determine if children of non-Western cultures per

ceive time in a similar manner as children of Western culture and 

whether or not these children conform to the stages postulated by 

Piaget. The study also attempted to determine if the ages of the 

achievement of these stages would approximate the ages of the 

transitions as postulated by Piaget. 

Subjects: The sample was drawn from nine elementary 

schools including two in Tucson School District Number One, Saca-

ton School District Number Eighteen and Bureau of Indian Affairs 

Schools located at Tuba City, Santa Rosa, Second Mesa, Cibecue and 

Sacaton, Arizona. Fifteen children from each of the ages seven, 

nine and eleven were tested from each group for a total of 315 

subjects. 
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Method of, Data Collection: Four tests of the ability to 

conserve time were used. Two tests of conservation of order of 

events and two tests for conservation of simultaneity were given. 

Determination of conservation or non-conservation was done by the 

experimentor by testing each individual subject separately. 

Methods of Statistical Treatment: The Fisher Exact test 

was utilized to determine the differences between groups in this 

study. Piaget's convention that seventy-five percent of the sub

jects at an age level must respond correctly to be considered as 

having conserved was also used. 

Summary of the Findings: The findings presented in this 

section of Chapter 5 relate to the questions as stated in the 

first chapter and restated in Chapter 4. Each question is stated 

and followed by a brief summary of the related findings. 

Question number one, "Do children of different cultural 

and ethnic backgrounds differ in their ability to conserve simul

taneity when tested using Piagetian type tests of conservation?" 

Differences in the ability to conserve simultaneity were noted 

between different ethnic groups. The differences were not as 

apparent when using Piaget's convention. 

Question number two, "Do children of different cultural 

and ethnic backgrounds differ in their ability to conserve order 

of events when tested using Piagetian type tests of conservation?" 

Differences in the ability to conserve order of events were noted 

between different ethnic groups. The differences were not as 

apparent when using Piaget's convention. 
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Question number three, "If there is any difference between 

the abilities of children of different cultural and ethnic back

grounds to conserve either simultaneity or order of events can 

this difference be explained in terms of cultural influences?" 

Differences between cultures were noted. This was especially true 

in the .case of the Navajo and Apache when contrasted with the 

Anglo, Mexican American and Pima. Further comments of the possi

ble influence of culture in these instances will be discussed in 

the conclusion portion of this chapter. 

Secondary Findings: It was noticed that children from 

cultures which are traditionally matrilineal (Apache, Navajo, 

Hopi) tended to select the female figure more frequently in the 

test of simultaneity using dolls and also to select the beaker 

more frequently in the test of simultaneity using the Y tube. 

This may be relevant as a function of culture. 

Conclusions 

The following conclusions were formulated relative to the 

questions asked in the study. However, until more evidence is 

obtained the conclusions stated in this study should be treated 

with care. This study involved a limited number of cases in each 

of the samples and was based upon one person's interpretation of 

the ability of children, many of whom were bilingual, to conserve 

time. 

Concerning the first question, the results demonstrate 

that there are differences between groups in their ability to 
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conserve simultaneity at the age levels tested when measured 

against the absolute scale of the Fisher Exact test. Yet, if the 

criteria which define age level success in a conservation task as 

stated by Piaget are utilized the differences between the groups 

decrease and in actual fact vanish. No group was able to conserve 

simultaneity as measured by either task at any age level tested. 

This is important because Piaget indicates that conservation 

should take place around age seven and since no success was noted 

by age eleven in many groups, the elementary schools must be care

ful in what they attempt to teach in science and mathematics and 

history in terms of time concepts. 

It would appear that further experimentation should be car

ried out to determine the fine shades of differences in the percep

tion of simultaneity and the stages through which children pass in 

achieving conservation in this area of the knowledge of time. 

Concerning the second question, the results demonstrate 

that there is a definite difference between groups in their abil

ity to conserve order of events when measured against the absolute 

scale of the Fisher Exact test. Yet, if the criteria which define 

age level success in a conservation task as stated by Piaget are 

utilized the differences between the groups decrease. However9 

only the Anglo, Mexican American and Pima achieved conservation on 

the Hard Order of Events test by age eleven. Only the Navajo and 

Apache were non-conservers on the Simple Order of Events task at 

this age. 
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This is important because of the ages for success in con

servation as noted previously and because it demonstrates that 

children of different cultures may differ in their ability to 

handle material in sequential order. This could be crucial in the 

area of history and in various language arts experiences which 

demand the presentation of material in fixed sequence. 

Perhaps the most significant question of the study is the 

third question. That there exists differences between groups in 

their ability to conserve both simultaneity and order of events is 

probably no longer open to question. The evidence gathered by this 

study demonstrates that these differences exist in significant 

ways. The key question is can these differences be attributed to 

cultural phenomena. 

Differences which seem to show a pattern - that is, signi

ficant differences as demonstrated by the Fisher Exact Test on two 

different tests at two different age levels can be seen between 

the following groups: 

1. Anglo - Navajo 
a. Order of Events: Simple 
b. Order of Events: Hard 
c. Simultaneity: Y Tube 

2. Anglo - Apache 
a. Order of Events: Simple 
b. Order of Events: Hard 
c. Simultaneity: Y Tube 

3. Mexican American - Apache 
a. Order of Events: Simple 
b. Order of Events: Hard 

4. Pima - Navajo 
a. Order of Events: Simple 
b. Order of Events: Hard 
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5. Pima - Apache 

a. Order of Events: Simple 
b. Order of Events: Hard 

The fact that the differences involve Apaches and Navajos 

in all instances and on the same tests is probably highly signi

ficant as both the Apache and Navajo share a common history and 

linguistic background. Both groups are thought to have originated 

from the area of Lake Athabaska in Canada and to have migrated 

into the Southwest less than a thousand years ago. Thus it has 

been only in comparatively recent times that the two groups have 

developed their distinctive cultures. 

The critical question of the differences between groups 

being a function of cultural heritage can only be hypothesized. 

A review of available literature reveals no specific data in the 

ordering of events in short periods of time or simultaneity for 

any groups tested except those of Anglo or "Western" culture. The 

cultural phenomena of time described in the anthropological liter

ature tends to concern itself mainly with longer, arbitrary units 

of time sequences such as the parts of the day or months or years 

and such notions as seasons and seasonal rounds. 

Recommendations 

Since this study represents an effort to measure certain 

factors of psychological development across cultures, the follow

ing recommendations are based only upon the findings of the study 

and the implications suggested by a careful review of the litera

ture. A need for further research pertaining to the development 
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of time concepts of children of both "Western" and "non-Western" 

cultures appears to be indicated by this study. 

1. The present study should be expanded to include much 

larger samples and be carried out in a longitudinal form over the 

span of several years. 

2. Trained interpreters should be utilized in the testing 

situation when this is deemed necessary. 

3. More anthropological research is needed to define the 

concepts and the categorization of events held by members of all 

of the participating cultures. 

4. Further research is needed to determine specific in

tellectual processes involved in the acquiring of the time process 

and to determine which intellectual operations are amenable to 

training and which are not. 

5. Tests of simultaneity using both anthropomorphic and 

non-anthropomorphic figures should be utilized. 

6. An expansion of the research to use more of the tests 

devised by Piaget should take place. 

Educational Implications 

1. It should not be assumed that all children have the 

same sense of simultaneity or order of events by the time that 

they have passed their eleventh birthday. 

2. The progress of students in social studies and science 

should be a matter of careful and continuous evaluation by the 

teacher so that programs designed to develop concepts of 
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simultaneity and order of events can be adapted to the needs of 

individual students. 

3. Teachers and program developers must be made aware of 

the great variation between children of different cultures and 

techniques and instructional materials must be devised to fit the 

structure of the existing culture rather than the imposition of an 

imperfectly understood culture from without. 

4. The highly verbal nature of the social studies program 

should be reorganized. If the social studies program, especially 

history, is to be effective the knowledge of sequential order is 

crucial. Provision should be made to meet the needs of students 

who lack the developmental skills necessary for success in the 

program. 

5. Further involvement in the study of the relationship 

of distance traveled and velocity should be placed in the elemen

tary school science program. Children seem to grasp simple rela

tivity, but the notions of sequence and simultaneity need to be 

explored. 



APPENDIX 

NUMBERS OF CONSERVERS AND NON-CONSERVERS 
BY GROUP, AGE AND TEST 

TEST 
! ! Order of Order of 
ISimultaneity: Simultaneity: Events: Events: 

GROUP AGE ! Dolls Y-Tube Simple Hard 
Con- Non- Con- Non- Con- Non- iCon- Non-
serv. cons . serv. cons . serv. cons . iserv. cons . 

ANGLO 7 2 13 8 7 12 3 8 7 
9 7 8 9 6 15 0 10 5 
11 5 10 10 5 15 0 12 3 

MEXICAN 7 0 15 0 15 4 11 2 13 
AMERICAN 9 1 14 3 12 15 0 10 5 

11 1 14 7 8 15 0 14 1 

PAPAGO 7 2 13 5 10 6 9 2 13 
9 2 13 3 12 12 3 5 10 
11 3 12 7 8 14 1 6 9 

PIMA 7 2 13 6 9 9 6 6 9 
9 0 15 4 11 15 0 10 5 
11 2 13 6 9 15 0 13 2 

NAVAJO 7 0 15 1 14 2 13 0 15 
9 0 15 2 13 10 5 4 11 
11 1 14 6 9 14 1 11 4 

HOPI 7 0 15 3 12 7 8 . . 4 • 11 
9 1 14 2 13 13 2 9 6 
11 1 14 3 12 15 0 11 4 

APACHE 7 0 15 2 13 1 14 1 14 
9 2 13 3 12 7 8 4 11 
11 3 12 5 10 11 . 4 5 10 
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